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Introduction 
Council adopted the RideSafe Strategy in 2010 to provide the Shire with guidance in strategically 
planning cycling infrastructure to promote and encourage cycling for both sustainable transport and 
recreation purposes. 
 
RideSafe 2010 has served the Shire well in planning cycling infrastructure, seeking funding and 
promoting cycling on the Mornington Peninsula. This has resulted in an investment of $1.6million 
into new cycling infrastructure and facilities, in addition to the Shire’s continued investment in 
footpaths and shared paths of $7.05 million.  
 
Since the adoption of RideSafe 2010, the cycling environment on the Peninsula and State wide 
has evolved. The State Government also released the Victorian Cycling Strategy 2018-28, which 
revealed a renewed focus to invest in safer, lower-stress, better-connected networks, prioritising 
strategic cycling corridors and making cycling a more inclusive experience. 
 
In light of these changes, it was identified as an opportune time to review the RideSafe 2010 
strategy to ensure that it remains receptive to the needs of the Mornington Peninsula’s current and 
future cycling environment, whilst also aligning with the State Government’s strategic direction for 
cycling. 
 
The initial review process involved benchmarking exercises, an environmental scan of the current 
and projected cycling trends and research, consultation with other local and state agencies and 
initial consultation with underrepresented cycling groups. The findings from this review process 
informed the development of strategic objectives, to increase cycle participation rates on the 
Mornington Peninsula. 
 
This background paper has been developed to provide context and inform the community in 
providing feedback on the Shire’s proposed approach to increase cycling participation. The 
background paper will assist the community in identifying inhibiting factors to cycling participation 
and importantly identifying infrastructure actions to inform the development of the revised RideSafe 
Strategy 2020. 
 
The feedback received from the community consultation process will guide the development of the 
draft strategy in addition to identifying a prescribed set of annual actions over the course of the 
strategy. This proposed approach will ensure that the revised RideSafe Strategy 2020, will meet 
the current and future cycling needs of the Mornington Peninsula  
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Policy Context 
Council Plan 
Cycling as a mode of transport aligns with the connectivity theme of the Council Plan. Presented in 
tabular format on page 6. 
 
The Council plan provides detailed strategic direction in achieving our goal of a “connected and 
mobile community”. 
 
These actions include: 

1. Educate and advocate for the ongoing implementation of sustainable transport options in 
the Shire. 

2. Educate and promote alternative transport options within the Shire. 
3. Plan and deliver transport infrastructure to service the needs of the Mornington Peninsula 

community. 
4. Implement programs to improve road safety and maximise the safety of all road users. 
5. Improve informational and guidance signage to facilitate easier mobility in the Shire. 
6. Improve walking and cycling infrastructure to drive active transport and increase awareness 

of the needs of all road users. 
7. Continue the enhancement of the Shire’s Trail Network. 
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Related Council Strategies 
 Integrated Transport Plan (currently being developed) 
 Sustainable Transport Strategy 
 The Roadside Equestrian & Mountain Bike Trails Strategy 
 Pedestrian Access Strategy 
 Positive Ageing Strategy 
 Housing and Settlement Strategy 
 Special Charge Schemes Policy for Infrastructure Works 
 Disability Inclusion Plan 
 Municipal Health and Wellbeing Plan 
 Road Management Plan 
 Climate Change Carbon Neutral Policy 

 

State Government Strategies 
 Victorian Cycling Strategy 2018-28 
 Plan Melbourne Strategy 
 Victorian Pedestrian Access Strategy 
 Public Health and Wellbeing Plan 2019-23 

 

Federal Government Strategies 
 National Cycling Strategy 2011-16 
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The Benefits of Cycling 
The Peninsula has experienced a steady population growth of 6.86 per cent since 2011. The 
population is projected to grow to 181,097 by 2036. The Peninsula’s population surges in the 
holiday period, where it experiences an estimated 6.3M visitors annually. The growth in population 
and the growing tourism numbers, places a large strain on the local road network and 
consequently presents the Mornington Peninsula Shire with a challenge in managing these 
transport pressures. 
 
This transport challenge presents the Mornington Peninsula Shire with an opportunity to promote 
more space efficient and environmentally friendly modes of transport, one of which, is cycling. 
Bicycles alongside walking is a convenient and cost-effective way of both exploring the peninsula 
and commuting for a transport purpose. Bicycles are a more space efficient form of transport in 
comparison to cars, they also facilitate longer trips, than people could walk, whilst also allowing for 
seamless integration with public transport trips. 
 
The benefits from an increased number of cyclist trips on the Peninsula will be enjoyed by 
residents and visitors alike. An increase in cycling will facilitate a more integrated and connected 
transport system where all the modes could complement each other. Cycling will allow for more 
people to move freely on our transport network, resulting in reduced delays and congestion on our 
roads. By reducing the number and proportion of motor vehicle trips, space can be reallocated to 
expand our footpaths, cycle facilities and bus lanes. 
 
A revised cycling strategy will provide a strategic approach to reduce car dependency on the 
peninsula and in turn support a behavioural shift towards a culture of cycling for both recreation 
and transport purposes. 
 
Cycling also brings a range of broader benefits to the community. These benefits range from 
improved health of cyclists and reduced environmental impacts to a more prosperous economy 
and community. 
 
Some of the benefits that cycling generates, are shown below: 

Health 
Health professionals recommend a minimum of 30 minutes of moderate to intense exercise per 
day. This is enough to maintain good physical and mental health for an average person. 
Riding to work, school or taking your bike on short neighbourhood trips is a convenient and 
practical way to incorporate the recommended regular exercise into your day. 
 
Research suggests that just three hours of cycling per week can reduce your risk of heart disease 
by 50%. 

Community 
Cycling enables social interaction and allows for a connected community. More cyclists in our 
neighbourhoods also increases cycling presence on our roads, thereby promoting a safer road 
environment. 
 
Cycling also allows for a low-cost transport alternative for the lower socioeconomic demographic 
and also allows increased mobility for the younger demographic i.e. school aged children. 

Environment 
Cycling is a pollution-free mode transport. Cycling aligns with the Shire’s commitment to reducing 
carbon emissions for the Mornington Peninsula Shire. 
 
Cycling 10km each way to work would save approximately 1.5 tonnes of greenhouse emissions 
each year. This is equivalent to a cycle trip from Rosebud Plaza to the Blairgowrie shopping strip, 
which is approximately a 30-minute bike ride. 
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Economic 
The Mornington Peninsula receives approximately 6.3 million visitors every year. This, results in 
significant congestion on our road network, especially during the summer peak. It is estimated that 
by 2020, congestion will cost Australia $20.4 billion per year, more bikes and less cars on the road 
can reduce this congestion and the associated costs. 
 
Research suggests that bikes lanes and cycling can increase local retail sales by 25%. 

Road Safety 
Cycling presents a very low, road safety threat to other road users when compared to motor 
vehicles. 
 
Research suggests that communities with higher levels of cycling have fewer cyclists’ fatalities, this 
is mainly attributed to the increased road presence and visibility of cyclists. 
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Understanding Cyclists 

There are many different types of cyclists with differing levels of skills and confidence, who cycle 
for different reasons, from commuting to leisure. Understanding the reasons for cycling is important 
to ensure the most effective infrastructure and facilities are developed for each respective user 
category. The planning and development of appropriate infrastructure facilities will be the primary 
driver in encouraging and facilitating an increased level of cycle participation. 
 
The differing skills and abilities that they have mean that the infrastructure that is provided changes 
across the various groups. The two main infrastructure facilities that satisfies all the cyclist 
categories are, off-road paths and also on-road cycles lanes.  
 
Seven categories of cyclist have been identified and their specific characteristics and requirements 
are shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 - Types of cyclists and their expectations 

Category Rider characteristics Rider environment 

Primary school children Cognitive skills not developed, little 
knowledge of road rules, require 
supervision. 

Off-road path, footpath (where 
permitted) or very low volume 
residential street. 

Secondary school 
children 

Skill varies, developing confidence. Generally, use on-road 
facilities or off-road paths 
where available. 

Recreational Experience, age, skills vary greatly. Desire off-road paths and 
quiet local streets, avoid 
heavily trafficked routes, more 
experienced will prefer to use 
road system for long journeys. 

Commuter Vary in age, skill and fitness, some 
highly skilled and able to handle a 
variety of traffic conditions. 

Some prefer paths or low-
stress roads, willing to take 
longer to get to destination, 
others want quick trips 
regardless of traffic conditions, 
primarily require space to ride 
and smooth riding surface, 
speed maintenance. 

Utility Ride for specific purposes 
(shopping), short length trips. 

Not on highly trafficked roads, 
needs include comprehensive, 
low-stress routes, appropriate 
end of trip facilities. 

Touring Long distance journeys, may be 
heavily equipped, some travel in 
groups. 

Often route is similar to that of 
other categories. 

Sporting Often in groups, two abreast 
occupying left lane, needs similar to 
commuters. 

Travel long distances in 
training on arterials, may 
include challenging terrain in 
outer urban or rural areas, 
generally do not use off-road 
routes because of high speed 
and conflict with other users. 
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Barriers to riding bikes 
Understanding what the barriers to cycling, enables solutions to be implemented to facilitate 
and encourage the cycle participation. It is important to note, that some barriers can be 
overcome with simple measures, whereas other may never be overcome regardless of the 
action taken. Table 2 below outlines some of the potential barriers and possible solutions. 
Table 2 - Barriers to riding bikes 

Barriers to cycling Potential ways to overcome barriers 

“I don’t feel safe”  Implement bike infrastructure upgrades that improve safety 
and reduces potential conflict between cars, bike riders and 
pedestrians. 

 Provide separation from vehicles by providing a network of off-
road bike paths. 

 Promote share the path messages and encourage courteous 
behaviour by all path and road users. 

“The distance is too 
far” 

 Ensure route information and maps provide an estimated time 
to travel as well as distances. 

 Encourage people to take shorter local rides to build up their 
confidence and endurance. 

 Consider the promotion of E-bikes and scooters. 
“I don’t own a 
bicycle” 

 Provide information on bike purchasing and contacts for local 
bike shops. 

 Consider using ‘win a bike’ prize for programs targeting 
potential riders. 

 Potential discount programs at local bike shops. 
 Encourage people to borrow a bike if they want try riding 

before they commit to buying a bike. 
“I’m not a bike rider – 
that’s just not me” 

 Promote that there are many different people, of all abilities 
who bike ride for different reasons. Consider developing bike 
rider profiles highlighting the variety of bike riders. 

 There will always be a proportion of the community who will 
not ride a bike, for some this barrier may not be able to be 
overcome. 

“There is no direct or 
convenient route” 

 Provide information, maps and route planning options to help 
people identify suitable bike routes. 

 Continue to improve the bike network so that it provides 
connected and convenient routes. 

“I don’t like riding on 
the road” 

 Provide separation from vehicles by providing a network of off-
road bike paths. 

 Provide bike education classes or group bike rides to develop 
experience and confidence in riding on the roads. 

 Provide information on how to ride safely on the road and on-
road rules and etiquette. 

“I’m not fit enough”  Promote that there are many different people, of all abilities, 
who bike ride for different reasons. Consider developing bike 
rider profiles highlighting the variety of bike riders. Also 
highlight options such as E-bikes and scooters. 

 Encourage people to start with shorter trips and recreational 
rides to build their fitness and endurance. 

“I don’t know how to 
ride a bike” 

 Provide information on how to ride safely and on bike riding 
etiquette. 
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 Provide bike education classes or group bike rides to develop 
experience and confidence in riding a bike. 

“I have to make 
other stops on the 
way” 

 Encourage people to bike ride for other trips or for recreation, 
not just commuting. 

 May be a real barrier and may be difficult to overcome. 
“No end-of-trip 
facilities at my 
destination” 

 Put programs in place to encourage or require end-of-trip 
facilities in new developments. 

 If there is sufficient demand, consider the feasibility of 
developing central, shared end-of-trip facilities. 

Current Research and Trends 
Current research and surveys highlight that 60 per cent of Victorians are curious about 
cycling but are deterred by real or perceived safety concerns. The research data identifies 
that the provision of safer, lower-stress, better connected networks and the development of 
a more inclusive cyclist experience will facilitate and encourage cycling for both transport 
and recreation purposes. State Government surveys highlight that the provision of these 
safe cycling environments would encourage 4 in 10 people to cycle more often to 
destinations close to where they live.  
 
The 2017 National Cycling Participation Survey reveals an overall decline in cycling 
participation by approximately 5 per cent from 2011 to 2016.  In Victoria, the cycling 
participation rates are marginally higher than the national average, however this still follows 
the downwards trend. Cycle participation accounts for approximately 1,015,800 Victorian 
residents riding in a typical week and 2,170,600 residents riding at least once a year. 
 

Cycling Infrastructure  
Cycling safety has improved significantly between 1990 and 2014, as cycling fatalities per 
100,000 inhabitants decreased by 46% in Australia. However, cycling related crashes 
comprise 15 per cent of all road hospitalisations despite representing less than 1 per cent of 
kilometres travelled in Australia. These statistics reinforce concerns over safety which acts 
as a major barrier to more people cycling. Addressing safety concerns presents as a key 
opportunity to increase cycle participation, as this targets the 60% of the community who 
are interested in cycling yet are concerned for safety. Investments in dedicated cycling 
infrastructure can increase cycle participation within a short period of time. This was evident 
in Bogota and Seville (Spain), both of which experienced a cycling boom shortly after the 
installation of over 300km of protected cycle tracks. Such protected facilities are especially 
important for attract a diverse range of people engaged in cycling, namely women, children 
and seniors.  
 

Footpath Riding 
Another possible solution to engage less confident cyclists is allowing footpath riding for 
people of all ages.  This has been implemented in Tasmania, Queensland, WA, SA, ACT 
and NT. Research in Queensland indicates the footpath was used by cyclists in locations 
where the urban road was considered unsafe or inconvenient. Providing the opportunity to 
ride on the footpaths may encouraged new cyclist due to the reduced perceived danger. In 
NSW, children aged up to 16 are legally able to ride on the footpath based on studies which 
indicate adequate road sense is not developed until the age of 16. In Victoria, the legal age 
of cycling on footpaths was recently changed to children under 13 years of age. 
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School Programs  
Implementation of bike safety education programs in schools have been proven to be 
effective in developing bike safety knowledge and skills of school aged children. Despite 
improvements in bike safety knowledge, research indicates education is not effective in 
changing behaviour to encourage more children to ride to school. Other strategies are 
required to promote cycling to school, such as the Victorian Ride2School program. 
Evaluation of this program highlights children enjoy walking and cycling to school and 
parental involvement is crucial to achieve travel behaviour change. 
 

Global Cycling  
Global cycling participation rates have increased significantly within recent decades, with 
the most dramatic growth occurring in cities where cycling had not previously been a regular 
means of travel.  The success of cycling in Europe and North America has been attributed 
to the shift in cultural attitudes towards less car dependence and increased demand for 
development in or near the city centre. The future of cycling is predicted to continue 
increasing due to the recent innovations of bike sharing systems and electric-assisted bikes 
(E-bikes) and scooters. 
 

Collaboration with other agencies 
As the bicycle network on the Peninsula is under the jurisdiction of multiple agencies it is 
important to work collaboratively to deliver the best outcome for the end user. The two other 
state agencies concerned with bicycle infrastructure within the Shire are the Department of 
Transport and Parks Victoria. Each of these agencies control different aspects of the current 
bike infrastructure and through collaboration with the Shire, they would be able to assist in 
achieving greater community benefits. 
 
As well as these two external agencies who control the physical infrastructure, working 
alongside organisations such as Bicycle Network, Amy Gillett Foundation in addition to local 
bicycle user groups will ensure project outcomes will meet the current and future needs of 
the Peninsula’s cycling environment. 
 

The standard of infrastructure 
It is important that all new infrastructure is built to the standard of best current practice. 
When determining what best current practice is for bicycle infrastructure, it is common to 
look at European cycling cities such as Copenhagen in Denmark and Amsterdam in 
Holland. These cities successfully engage, promote and encourage cycling and cycle safety 
to their guests and residents through their infrastructure. 
 
There is a need for different infrastructure at different points on a bicycle network, whether 
on road or off road. Austroads has prescribed standards for the types of facilities that should 
be provided. In addition to these standards, there is also a need for a set of design 
guidelines to complement these standards which provides further guidance in designing an 
inclusive cycle network. 
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Cycling on the Peninsula 

The Peninsula caters to a diverse range of cyclists with people riding on-road, off-road and 
on the mountain bike trails as well. The Peninsula is seen as a cycling destination by road 
cyclists and mountain bikers alike with large numbers riding on the roads and trails. There is 
also a wide network of shared paths and bay and rail trails that are frequently used for more 
leisurely rides by families. 
 
The bicycle infrastructure on the Peninsula is ever expanding with additional facilities being 
constructed to enable and encourage more cycling and a safer environment to cycle in. 
There are multiple agencies involved with cycling on the Peninsula including the Shire, 
Department of Transport and Parks Victoria. Each of these bodies carry responsibilities for 
certain aspects of the Peninsula’s cycling infrastructure and they have all published maps 
outlining their routes. The Department of Transport have on-road facilities and identified 
routes that are known as the principal bicycle network and strategic cycling corridors, whilst 
Parks Victoria manages the off-road trails in Arthurs Seat State Park. 
 
The primary reason for cycling on the Peninsula is for recreation and leisure purposes. The 
Shire is a cycling destination for riders from both within the municipality and from beyond, 
with the majority of trips by bicycle made along Nepean Highway and Point Nepean Road 
where bicycle infrastructure is consistent. The hinterland is also a very popular place to ride, 
with the extensive mountain bike trails and road network around Arthurs Seat, Red Hill, 
Shoreham and Balnarring all utilised very frequently. Mount Eliza is also a popular cycling 
destination. 
 
The map below is a Strava Heat Map which shows the routes travelled by cyclists across 
the Peninsula that have been logged on the Strava application. This predominantly captures 
sport and recreational rides and gives an indication of the frequency of use of the roads and 
trails on the Peninsula. 
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On-road cycling 
The on-road bicycle infrastructure within the Shire falls under the jurisdiction of The 
Department of Transport, as well as the Shire. The Department has responsibilities on all of 
their roads, with any bicycle infrastructure within their network requiring their approval and 
funding prior to construction. The Department have developed two sets of maps outlining 
their priorities for the bike network, the principal bicycle network and the strategic cycling 
corridors. Each of these are outlined below. 

Principal bicycle network 
The principal bicycle network is a network of proposed and existing cycle routes that have 
been identified by the Department to facilitate cycling to major destinations around 
metropolitan Melbourne. The current plan was released in 2012 with the first incarnation 
developed in 1994. 
 
The network consists of on-road bicycle lanes, off-road paths and improvement projects. 
Under the Road Management Act (2004), the Department is generally responsible for the 
management of on-road bicycles lanes on arterial roads and off-road paths within freeway 
reservations. Likewise, Local Council is responsible for the management of on-road bicycle 
lanes on local roads.  
 
There are many routes identified on the Peninsula that form part of the principal bicycle 
network and they are outlined in the map below. There is a subset to the principal bicycle 
network which are the bicycle priority routes. 
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Strategic Cycling Corridors  
A revised cycling strategy will complement the planning efforts of the Department to develop 
a better bicycle network throughout Victoria. As the managing authority of the arterial road 
network, the Department has implemented the strategic cycling corridors initiative as a 
subset of the Principal Bicycle Network to improve cycling around major activity centres in 
metropolitan Melbourne.  

Off-road cycling 
The off-road bicycle infrastructure within the Shire falls under the jurisdiction of the Shire as 
well as Parks Victoria. Parks Victoria is responsible for the construction and maintenance of 
all trails within the national parks on the Peninsula, where there is an extensive mountain 
biking network in and around Arthurs Seat and Red Hill in Arthurs Seat State Park. The 
Shire is responsible for the construction of the extensive network of shared paths and bay 
trails across the Peninsula. 

Rail Trails  
The Mornington rail trail and Red Hill rail trail both offer 6km off-road gravel/dirt tracks which 
attracts recreational riders.  

Peninsula Link Trail 
A 25km shared path, constructed as part of the Peninsula Link freeway, begins at Patterson 
Lakes and concludes at Moorooduc. This predominately sealed concrete path provides 
cyclists, runners and walkers accessible links to various destinations such as many open 
spaces, parks and reserves. The Peninsula Link Trail also connects with the existing gravel 
Dandenong Creek trail and EastLink Trail, providing a dedicated route from Moorooduc to 
Melbourne CBD.  

Arthurs Seat State Park 
Located in Arthurs Seat State Park is a network of mountain bike trails. This expansive 
network receives visitors from near and far and is an important piece of the bicycle network 
within the Shire. The trails are maintained by Parks Victoria and are draw mountain bikers 
from all parts of Victoria. A map of the park is shown below. 
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Bay Trails and Foreshore Paths 
The bay trail network and shared paths comprise another important component of the 
bicycle network. These paths provide a place to ride for families young and old and are 
heavily utilised by the local community and our visitors in the warmer months. The Shire 
aims to further develop shared paths across the Shire to achieve a more accessible network 
for both pedestrians and cyclists. 

Strategic Objectives 
The Mornington Peninsula Shire recognises the importance of encouraging more people to 
cycle for transport and recreation purposes by providing a safe integrated and connected 
low stress cycling network, that focuses on the users’ experience. 
 
To assist in achieving this overarching vision the background paper has proposed four 
strategic objectives. 
 
Improve the safety and reduce the risk of cycling on the network 
 
Over the years there have been many studies, research and surveys completed with 
respect to cycling participation rates. The research highlights that the biggest barrier to 
cycling participation, is the risk of getting hit by a motor vehicle. 
 
Most people will not ride on roads unless there is some form of separation between vehicles 
and cyclists. The separating infrastructure required to raise the confidence of riders, largely 
depends on the abilities of the rider. Advanced riders may be more confident to ride with 
simple line marking on the road, where as novice and intermediate riders will require off-
road paths and separated cycle lanes. 
 
Along with the associated infrastructure, the most effective way to reduce the risk and 
increase the safety of cycling is to encourage more people to cycle. For every doubling of 
cycle use, the risk of injury per cyclist falls by around one third (Jacobsen 2003, Safety in 
numbers: more walkers and bicyclists, safer walking and bicycling) 
 
The background paper recognises that increasing cycling numbers on the Mornington 
Peninsula requires the normalisation of cycling to be an activity that is frequently undertaken 
by not only advanced road cyclists but also everyday people, such as women and children. 
To create this cultural shift, the creation of a cycling network that caters to the requirements 
of all users is required. 
 
In addition to infrastructure, cycling education is an important tool in promoting and 
normalising the cycling culture as a legitimate recreational and transport option. 
To assist in achieving this objective the background paper proposes a number of key 
actions: 

 Conduct a detailed community consultation exercise which will assist in informing 
gaps and deficiencies in the cycle network, prior to the development of maps and 
network priority. 

 Move to adopt a safe systems approach, where in the event of a crash, the network 
is designed in a way that the outcome does not result in serious injury or death. 

 Reduce the number of cyclist related crashes on the Peninsula. 
 Ensure that all transport strategies support and increase cyclist safety. 
 Continue to support and sponsor Bike Education programs. 
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 Provide input into the Pedestrian Access Strategy Design Guidelines which provides 
recommendations and guidance on cycling infrastructure requirements. 

 When constructing a shared pathway consider the inclusion of appropriate crossing 
facilities that could store a cycle. 

 Consider the use of advisory signage for shared paths to assist with pedestrian and 
cyclist conflicts. 

 Work with Schools on the Mornington Peninsula to identify opportunities to increase 
cycle participation rates amongst student and parent population, thereby assisting in 
the reduction of school generated traffic congestion. 

 Where possible consider the inclusion of cycle lanes during the construction of new 
roads. 

 Work in conjunction with the Pedestrian Access Strategy to Identify and develop 
path projects that result in better connected shared path cycling networks. 

 Develop an annual rolling program of education and infrastructure actions which will 
be informed by the community consultation exercise. 

 Ensure that cycling facilities and infrastructure are maintained to the appropriate 
standards. 

 Advocate on behalf of Council for the construction of the Principal Bicycle Network 
and Strategic Cycling Corridors, governed by the Department of Transport. 

 Leverage related transport strategies to reduce speed limits to a limit that is 
appropriate for the environment, thereby reducing the risk to cyclists. 
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Develop and deliver an integrated and connected, low stress cycling 
network 
 
Recreational cycling is a very popular form of cycling on the Peninsula, particularly on the 
off-road trails and paths. The Peninsula also has a large cohort of regular on road cyclists.  
 
Given the two main cyclist groups, on road cycle lanes and off-road paths are the two 
infrastructure facilities that will have the greatest impact on encouraging and increasing 
cycling participation. 
 
Developing and delivery these cycling facilities alone would not generate demand to 
increase cycle participation. In order to take up cycling as a legitimate option people want a 
network of low stress cycling routes that connect directly and conveniently to other local and 
regional routes and destinations, which integrate with other multimodal transport routes. 
 
The Pedestrian Access Strategy and Principal Pedestrian Network (PPN) plays an 
important role in identifying key destination points and path access to these destinations. 
The PPN will provide guidance in mapping low stress off road cycling routes. 
 
The Strategic Cycling Corridors and the Principal Bicycle Network will guide cycle network 
planning for on-road infrastructure, in addition to the recommended infrastructure facilities. 
 
Given the scale, varying landscapes and environment of the Peninsula it is difficult to 
provide a low stress on and off-road path network on every street and arterial road. This is 
further complicated by the management of the arterial road network by the Department of 
Transport. The Shire recognises its important role in strategically planning and delivering a 
low stress local cycling network, whilst advocating on behalf of the cycling community for 
the delivery of on road cycling infrastructure. 
 
 
In order to develop and deliver upon an integrated and connected low stress cycling 
network which plays an important role in increasing cycling participation rates, the 
background paper recognises the importance of community consultation prior to drafting the 
revised strategy. 
 
A detailed community consultation process will be undertaken to identify the preferred local 
and regional routes on the Peninsula and also the required cycling facilities and 
infrastructure to increase cycle participation.  
 
In addition to the community consultation exercise, the background paper proposes actions 
that could assist in creating an integrated and connected, low stress cycling network. 
 

 Audit the existing cycling network to identify risks and deficiencies to inform a 
program of works. 

 Prioritise and deliver missing links and gaps in the current cycle network. 
 Consider the inclusion of cycle lanes during road construction, upgrade or renewal 

projects. 
 Advocate for the inclusion of cycle facilities and infrastructure for large scale 

developments. 
 Provide network linkages to activity centres, transport hubs, educational facilities and 

key recreational areas. 
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 With the assistance of the Pedestrian Access Strategy and the Principal Pedestrian 
Network routes, develop a network of mapped off road cycle routes which may be 
easily identified by the general public. 

 Provide input into the Pedestrian Access Strategy Design Guidelines which provides 
recommendations and guidance on cycling infrastructure requirements for each 
category of cyclist. 

 Develop an evaluation methodology with the assistance of the Pedestrian Access 
Strategy to prioritise actions as an outcome of the community consultation phase. 

 Assist in delivering the shared path connections identified on the Pedestrian Access 
Strategy 

 Provide input into the Integrated Transport Plan, to promote modal shift and drive 
active transport through cycling. 

 Work with the Department of Transport to advocate for the delivery of the Principal 
Bicycle Network and Strategic Cycling Corridors for the Peninsula. 
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Enhance the user experience to encourage more people to cycle 
 
The background paper seeks to encourage and facilitate cycling and non-vehicular modes 
of transport for both recreational trips and short distance trips through the creation of a 
cyclist friendly environment. 
 
Cyclist friendly environments are created through integrated and connected low stress 
networks which also include: 

 The creation of high-quality public places and streetscapes 
 Appropriate and safe crossing points 
 Wayfinding and advisory signage 
 Appropriate material and design standards 
 Adequate cycle storage facilities and rest stations 
 Programmed maintenance of cycling infrastructure 

 
In addition to the creation of continuous, integrated and low stress cycling network, the 
paper identifies that encouraging cycling participation involves the provision of supporting 
infrastructure and the appropriate environment. 
 
In recognition of this, the paper proposes a series of actions to assist in achieving this 
objective. 

 The creation of cyclist friendly environments as identified above. 
 The design and delivery of cycle paths and lanes are to be guided by the Pedestrian 

Access Strategy in accordance with the Shire’s design guidelines and standards. 
 The development of a cycling network for each township which offers intertownship 

connections and facilitates connections to the regional cycle network. 
 Provide input into the Pedestrian Access Strategy Design Guidelines which provides 

recommendations and guidance on cycling infrastructure requirements. 
 Continue to support school focused cycling programs in partnership with cycling 

organisations. 
 Consider the neighbourhood character of the area in designing and delivering on 

cycling infrastructure. 
 Where possible retain existing vegetation and minimise environmental impacts when 

designing and delivering cycle related projects. 
 Incorporate the provision of bike stations and end of trip resting facilities on key 

cycling routes. 
 Consider the provision of cycle friendly infrastructure and facilities in township place 

making projects, master plans and stand-alone projects. 
 Advocate for separated cycle lanes on recognised cycling routes managed by the 

Department of Transport. 
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Educate, advocate and promote cycling tourism on the Mornington 
Peninsula 
 
Educating all road users about cyclist safety is important in creating a safe cycling 
environment, which ultimately leads to an increase in participation rates. The Shire has 
been and will continue supporting bike education classes and working with bicycle network 
groups and schools to promote safe cycling education and practice. 
 
The Shire’s off-road cycle paths are shared use paths for both pedestrians and cyclists. 
Given the number of footpath related projects to be built, the use of shared paths will serve 
as the primary off-road cycling infrastructure for the majority of cyclists on the Peninsula. 
This requires shared path users to respectfully share the space with other path users. The 
Shire will assist with education and signage to encourage people who ride on share paths to 
take care and cycle at a speed appropriate to the conditions 
 
The background paper also recognises the importance of supporting cycle tourism through 
the advocating and promoting the Peninsula’s key cycling routes and recreational trails. The 
Shire’s key trails and on road cycling networks fall within the land ownership of the 
Department of Transport. The Shire recognises the importance of its role in advocating to 
other levels of government to support and fund cycling infrastructure on the Peninsula. 
 
A key focus of this paper in line with increasing cycle tourism, is increasing the participation 
of underrepresented groups. As research highlighted, women, children and seniors are far 
less likely cycle than the typical cyclist, a male under 45. In addition to protected cycle 
infrastructure to encourage this demographic, people are more likely to cycle when they see 
it as something a diverse range of people do and when they feel accepted. A cycling 
environment with more women, children and underrepresented groups will play an important 
role in changing the attitudes and behaviours of cyclists and road users.  
 
To assist in educating, advocating and promoting cycling tourism on the Mornington 
Peninsula, the paper proposes the actions below: 
 

 Continue to support Bike education programs. 
 Work with schools to promote and encourage parents and kids riding to school. 
 With the assistance of the Pedestrian Access Strategy identify and prioritise path 

linkages to schools. 
 Provide advisory signage on shared paths to promote an inclusive and sharing 

culture. 
 Provide cycling network maps on the Shire’s website and customer service offices. 
 Provide wayfinding signage to key tourist hot spots that can be accessed via cycling. 
 Following an audit and risk assessment exercise to identify deficiencies and gaps, 

update the shared path network with appropriate signage. 
 Advocate to government agencies to construct the missing links in the strategic trails 

and cycle network. 
 Work with the Shire’s economic development team and the tourism bodies to 

explore opportunities with agencies and interest groups to promote cycling tourism 
on the Mornington Peninsula. 

 Provide input into the Pedestrian Access Strategy Design Guidelines which provides 
recommendations and guidance on cycling infrastructure requirements with the 
vision to encourage the participation of underrepresented groups. 
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Conclusion 
The background paper is a complementary document to assist and guide the community 
consultation process in the development of a revised RideSafe Strategy. It outlines the 
proposed approach to achieving the Shire’s vision of increasing cycling participation on the 
Mornington Peninsula, including defining the proposed strategic objectives. 
 
The background paper also outlines the proposed approach to achieve the Shire’s vision to 
increase cycling participation on the Mornington Peninsula. The paper outlines the drivers 
behind its’s vision. This includes clarification of policy context, benefits of cycling, 
understanding cyclists, current research and trends, cycling on the Peninsula and most 
importantly the proposed strategic objectives. 
 
The background paper in addition to the feedback received from the community consultation 
process will guide the development of the revised RideSafe Strategy 2020 and the 
identification of a prescribed set of annual actions over the life of the Strategy.  
 
This proposed approach will ensure that the revised Strategy will meet the current and 
future cycling needs of the Mornington Peninsula community. 
 


